Case study

Digital conversations through
thought leadership portal
Digital Realty is the world’s largest
data centre, colocation and
interconnection solution provider.
Building on a global footprint of over
200 data centres in 12 countries across
four continents, Digital Realty wanted
to position itself as the gateway and
enabler for succeeding with nextgeneration technologies, company
transformation, and industry disruption.
Digital Realty contacted Chief Nation
to conceptualise, launch and grow a
campaign – from the ground up – to
accelerate this new positioning.

Following a mixture of
workshops, storyboarding,
and lashings of inspiration,
the Digital Centre concept
was born.

The brief
Our task was to create true
thought leadership in the
data centre space that would
generate global awareness
and position Digital Realty as
a digital transformation leader.

Digital
promotion...
to establish Digital Realty as
digital transformation leaders

C-Level
community...
of senior decision makers and

But to do that, we would have to
focus our efforts on making the
topic of data centres exciting.
With an end goal of generating
conversations with senior executives
and turning these into C-Level
opportunities, we had to tailor our
content and approach to this new
target audience.

influencers to engage with

Generating
results...
including new pipeline following
post-event meetings

DIGITAL PROMOTION

Engaged the C-suite
through unique portal
of business-relevant
content and events

Our solution
Our goal was to change
perception on how
technology leaders viewed
data centres: as traditional
racks and boxes. Instead,
we wanted to show a multiconnected digital ecosystem
that is the driving force
behind all major technology.
To do that, we created a thoughtleadership portal which would
promote business-relevant content

C-LEVEL COMMUNITY

Established a large
community of senior
decision makers both
as subscribers and on
social

from Digital Realty and its partners,
setting them apart as leaders in the
data centre space.
The campaign included a fully
integrated marketing program
including digital, content and events.
The Digital Centre was born, a
content hub where IT leaders could
go to learn about the next generation
of data centres. Supported by 10
technology leaders, the digital centre
evolved into a global community that
generates C-Level opportunities.

GENERATING RESULTS

Coordinated meetings
with technology
leaders through our
thought leadership
portal

50+

Campaign
results
Digital Centre initially targeted EU
companies. Soon the leads and
meetings started filling the pipeline,
and more partners came on board.
We then expanded to cover APAC,
at which point we refreshed the
brand, website and content to better
reflect the needs of our targets. We
continue to generate new pipeline
for Digital Realty through the everevolving portal, Digital Centre.

250+

Meetings secured to
discuss new projects

Leads generated
for Digital Realty

3500+

LinkedIn & Twitter
community of
influencers

8400+

Community members
amassed

“Chief Nation brought us a unique
combination of thought leadership
connected all the way through to
new opportunities, real business
results and revenue.”
Omer Wilson, Head of Marketing APAC, Digital Realty
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200+

Attendees to Digital
Centre-focused

events

Partners backing
the project

Campaign
results
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Digital ecosystem,
Digital Centre

7+

Podcasts with
industry experts

30+

Reports created
or syndicated

75+

News articles
created or syndicated
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